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ABSTRACT 

Pakistan and India were bloomed as an independent country in 1947 on the basis of two nation theory of 

Muhammad Ali Jinnah. He promulgated two nation theories in light of religious dogmatism. Pakistan had been 

divided into two parts namely East and West Pakistan considering the distance of 1200 km between two 

territories. There was no resemblance between these two parts except religious similarities. Later, Bengali 

nationalism had gradually been developed in West Pakistan through various events i.e., language movement in 

1952, United Front election in 1954, 6-point movement in 1966 and the election of 1970. The duration of 

united Pakistan was the history of exploitation, oppression and deprivation of the East by the West. The present 

paper attempts to explore how fanatical nationalism had been decaying during the regime of Pakistan. 

Additionally, the study tries to search out the core consequences of the election of 1970 towards the liberation 

movement. This paper also provides the evaluation of present politics viewing the historical events as well. 

Finally, this present study gives some remedial recommendations against the Socio-political problem relevant 

to the findings. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The election of 1970 was the last election of united 

Pakistan and it helped to disclose the mental view of 

ruling class of West Pakistan. The franchise got oppor-

tunity firstly, to apply their voting right on December, 

1970 and January, 1971. Although, majority of the 

elections were conducted indirectly under the domi-

nated power of military during Pakistan regime, the 

election of 1970 followed democratic pathways excep-

tionally. In Pakistan, the election was held in two 

phases. The voter casted the vote on 29 December 

about a total of 291 seats of the National Assembly and 

on 16 December a total of 289 seats of the Provincial 

Assembly against their candidate. Natural disaster (cy-

clones and tidal surges) also hampered that election 

process in the coastal areas. It was finally held on 

January 18 where it was 9 constituencies of the Nat-

ional Assembly and 21 seats of the Provincial Council. 

Mass people became enthusiastic to participate in the 

politics by means of choosing their own leader, Awami 

League (AL) had got massive mandate from that 

election. Concurrently, the result of the election refle-

cting the mandate of Six Points Program and its impor-

tance (Pakistan Observer, 1971a).  
 

The prime purpose of the current study is to scrutinize 

the dogmatic politics in Pakistan regarding 1970s 
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election and its evaluation to the present politics of 

Bangladesh in light of past experience. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
 

Research gap  

Very few in-depth research and analysis we found reg-

arding decay of fanatical nationalism in Pakistan in-

cluding various published books and articles. In order 

to better understanding the manifestation of nation-

alism during 1970s election, the researcher has com-

posed the article for covering in-depth knowledge 

about the nationalism. Moreover, to give priority the 

events of 1970s election towards the foundation of 

Bangladesh in general sense the article also devised. 
 

Research methods and data collection  

Historical and observational methods have mainly 

been used in this paper. The researcher has collected 

data from different secondary sources. Also, we have 

studied various daily newspapers, periodicals, pub-

lished books, magazines, statements, and research art-

icles to collect information. Additionally, we have 

studied the official documents from the ministry of 

Bangladesh focusing the 1970s elections relevant 

information. 
 

Conceptual definition of Religion and Nationalism   

In this article, conceptual clarification helps to relate 

between practical experience and theoretical cognition. 

From this argument, the study explains some conce-

ptions as theory. Even no human society we found 

with-out the presence of religious beliefs, starting from 

antiquity to the current arena. Although there are very 

few people in the world, who do not believe in a Crea-

tor. Everyone acknowledges that there is a force at 

work at the source of life and the world. Religion is 

what holds life together. Religion is a vision of life and 

a system of life that guides man to a better way of life 

by maintaining harmony with nature (Lord and Mack-

ensie, 1919). For Nationalism, it can be defined as a 

Product of Political, economic, social and intellectual 

factors at a certain stage in history, is a condition of 

mind, feeling or sentiment by a group of people living 

in a well-defined geographical area(Kohn, 1991). 
 

Legal Framework Order for the 1970 Elections 

After the fall of General Ayub Khan, Yahya Khan asc-

ended to power and issued a legal framework order   

on 30 March 1970 in preparation for the elections 

(Pakistan Observer, 1971b). The study found some 

features in the legal framework order. Few issues got 

importance in General election provisions i.e., firstly, 

ensuring universal suffrage for adults secondly, one 

person to implement one vote policy and thirdly, deter-

mining seats for all provinces based on the population. 

Again, for the formation of the National Assembly 

these provisions are considered such as; 
 

1) The number of seats in the National Assembly is 

313  

2) There will be 300 general seats and 13 reserved 

seats for women 

3) The number of seats in all the provinces will be 

determined on the basis of population 
 

Thus, Pakistan will be an Islamic republic, democratic 

rule will be established and the provinces will have 

autonomy power such kinds of provisions are con-

sidered to the constitution whereas, the rule of law and 

finance will be remained in the hands of the Center. 
 

Participation, Environment and Issues in the 

Election of 1970 

About 25 political parties participated in the 1970 ele-

ctions. Of these, 11 were from East Pakistan and 14 

were from West Pakistan. The strongest parties were: 

a) Awami League (AL); b) Pakistan People's Party 

(PPP); c) National Awami Party; d) Jamaat-e-Islam; e) 

Jamiyate Ulama-E-Islam; f) Jamiat Ulama-E- Pakistan; 

g) Nezam-E-Islam; h) Pakistan Democratic Party 

(Ahmed, 1976). The AL in East Pakistan and the 

People's Party in West Pakistan were strong enough. 

The AL was progressive. Again, NAP (Bhasani) and 

PPP believe in Islamic socialist ideas. Undoubtedly, it 

was complex to exclude other political parties from 

any right-wing, left-wing or communist group com-

pletely. Because the environment was not remained in 

favor of AL during the military regime of Pakistan. AL 

as spokesman of mass people could not get opportunity 

to campaign in the election freely. The ruler always 

made impediment on the way of election campaign.  
 

They (the ruler) always attempted to prove that AL 

was not patriotic and people’ oriented political party in 

light of religious sentiment. The following manifestoes 

are given by the main political parties of Pakistan 

below; 

http://www.universepg.com/
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1) In the election of 1970, AL declared their mani-

festo in favor of mass people on the basis of six 

points program in 1966, 11 points demands, 

against the rule and economic exploitation of 

West Pakistani and promulgation elimination of 

regional inequality. AL also criticized against 

the central government regarding their failures of 

several activities especially natural disaster in 

1970. 

2) Pakistan People's Party (PPP) also declared their 

manifesto on behalf of voter based on ensuring 

strong center government system, establishing 

Islamic socialism and standing their position 

against India. 
 

Election Results of 1970  

The election was comparatively held on free and fair. 

The voter gave the vote peacefully in favor of their 

candidate. The Daily Ittefaq published news regarding 

the election of 1979 in its editorial part. The news 

focused that the general election was the historical 

event of united Pakistan. There have been many obs-

tacles in its path, many doubts have arisen, many 

threats and provocations have been developed. Under 

various pretexts, multifarious pressure on the President 

has been raised to hold the elections indefinitely. One 

thing is for sure, however, that if the elections had not 

been held on the scheduled date, the very foundations 

of the state would have been shaken and the whole 

future of the nation would have been plunged into 

grave uncertainty. The voting power is the power of 

the people and that power is the highest power of the 

state. On this day of great test, every patriotic citizen 

will exercise his power and rights by putting forward 

the eternal demand for the rights of the deprived East 

Bengal and keeping in mind the overall welfare of the 

state (Karim and Akter, 2021; The Daily Ittefaq, 1970). 

 

Table 1: Party-based results of the 1970 general election (National Assembly) (Source: Nohlenand Hartmann, 

2001). 
 

 

Political Party Name 

General Seats Reserved 

Women 

Seats 

Tribal 

Area 

Total 

Seats 

Number of Votes Received 

in East Pakistan 

(Percentage) 

East 

Pakistan 

West 

Pakistan 

Awami League 160 -- 7 -- 167 75.11 

People's Party -- 83 5 -- 88 --- 

Muslim League(Qayyum ) -- 9 -- -- 9 1.07 

Muslim League (Council) -- 7 -- -- 7 1.60 

NAP (Wali) -- 6 1 -- 7 2.06 

Muslim League (Convention) -- 2 -- -- 2 2.81 

Jamaat-E-Islam -- 4 -- -- 4 6.07 

Jamiat Ulama -E-Pakistan -- 7 -- -- 7 2.81 

Jamiat Ulama-E-Islam -- 7 -- -- 7 0.92 

PDP 1 -- -- -- 1 2.81 

Independent/Non-Partisan 1 6 -- 7 14 3.47 

    Other parties 1.25 

 162   Total: 313 100 

 
 

Table 2: East Pakistan Provincial Council Election Results at a Glance (Source: Nohlen and Hartmann, 2001). 
 

 

Political Parties General Seats Reserved Women Total Seats 

Awami League 288 10 298 

Pakistan 02 - 02 

National Awami Party (Wali) 01 - 01 

Jamaat-e-Islami 01 - 01 

Nezame Islam 01 - 01 

Independent 07 - 07 

Total 300 10 310 
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Other parties, namely the NAP (Bhasani) National 

League, the People’s Party, the Pakistan National Con-

gress and the Islamic Democratic Party, fielded 47 

candidates but did not win any seats (1972).
 

 

Politics in Pakistan and its Impact  

The result proved that united in the future Pakistan 

may be broken down. The people of East Pakistan 

clearly expressed their view through giving their vote. 

In one side, the ruler of West Pakistan never agreed to 

hand over power to AL as the winning party and the 

other side they denied the result and attempted to 

involve in conspiracy against mass people’s move-

ment. Afterwards, mass people realized that on the 

basis of religious sentiment united Pakistan can’t be 

established and only separation of Pakistan the way of 

solution from such crisis. 
 

Victory of Awami League  

Multifarious reasons contributed to the victory of AL 

as a large popular political organization. The aspects 

helped to win the elections are given below; 
 

1) The atrocities, tortured and discrimination com-

mitted by the Pakistani regime against the people 

of East Bengal from the beginning were ans-

wered by asking the AL by ballot in the elections 

(Jahan, 1977). 

2) Religious Muslims play a role in conquering the 

AL in respecting Islamic ideals in the free cam-

paign (Moniruzzaman, 1988). 

3) The AL Manifesto was a symbol of the asp-

irations of the people of East Pakistan. The 

manifesto reflected the demands of the people of 

the region and expressed their overwhelming 

support for the AL. 

4) The personal Image of party Chief Bangabandhu 

Sheikh Mujibur Rahman also worked behind the 

AL absolute victory in the 1970 elections. His 

charismatic leadership, personality, fluently spe-

ech easily attracted people to him easily. Later, 

the people voted for his party and paid respect to 

him (Khan, 1985).
 

5) Without AL in the 1970 election none of the 

parties that participated in the election were as 

strong as the AL in terms of organization. Fin-

ally, the AL easily won a majority in the 1970 

elections. 

6) The people of East Bengal had already gone 

against the West Pakistan regime as Pakistan, 

established in 1947 did not have 23 years of 

election, the people of East Bengal elected the 

AL by voting in this election. 

7) In the 1965 Pak-India war the western regime 

fought against India living East Bengal com-

pletely unprotected. 

8) It was under the leadership of the AL that a six-

point demand for Bengali’s release was raised in 

1966. As a result, The Bengalis become rights 

conscious. This awareness gained greater matu-

rity through the 1970 elections. As a result, AL 

won the 1970 elections. 
 

Breaking Down of Pakistan 

Some notable and important reasons working behind 

the breakdown of Pakistan i.e., geographical, social, 

cultural economic and political. First, there was no 

similarity between East and West Pakistan in terms of 

geography. The distance between East and West 

Pakistan was about 1200 km. There was no commu-

nication system except by air. As a result, Pakistan 

broke up (Sobhan, 2015). Second, the social structure 

and way of life of the people of East and West Pakis-

tan were different. Language, art, literature, dress, food 

was all different. There was no similarity in any 

subject except religion. As a result, the downfall of the 

state of Pakistan became inevitable (Zaheer, 2001). 

Third, East Pakistan was basically a colony of West 

Pakistan. The Pakistani regime has exploited East 

Pakistan in all respects. Widespread economic in-

equality existed everywhere in the kingdoms, deve-

lopment, education and industry sectors. Although the 

1972 constitution called for the elimination of in-

equality, it was not implemented in practice. Basically, 

the history of Pakistan was a history of deprivation, a 

history of exploitation, a history of oppression. The 

Pakistani regime runs a steamroller on the people of 

East Pakistan. As a result, the East Pakistani people 

jumped into the war of independence (Hossain, 1991). 

Fourth, after the creation of Pakistan, the first blow 

came against the Bengali language and culture. As a 

result, the people of Bengal stood up against it and the 

language movement of 1952 created a sense of Bengali 

nationalism, United Front election of 1954. The main 

driving force of the Six Points of 1971 and the Liber-
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ation War of 1971 was the nationalist consciousness 

based on the language movement (1971b). Fifth, the 

people of East Bengal voted for autonomy in the 

election of 1970. The AL, despite gaining an absolute 

majority, is reluctant to hand over power. Ultimately, 

the people of Bengal jumped into the war of indepen-

dence (Maniruzzaman, 1975). The 1970 election was 

the only general election in the history of Pakistan and 

the last chance to create a united Pakistan. The election 

of 1970 is an important event in the history of Bangla-

desh's freedom struggle. However, it was through these 

elections the state of Pakistan died and the idea of 

Pakistani nationalism was shattered. In this context, 

Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman said, “You 

have set only one foot on the road of struggle and not 

even both the feat” He further said that Bengalis will 

always live as Bengalis (Loshak, 1971). 
 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The election unanimously reflected that two-nation 

theory was a wrong method about the foundation of 

Pakistan. Though we have got an independent territory 

through liberation war in 1971, people of Bangladesh 

are still trying to ensure their right yet in various sec-

tors. Though, Bangladesh is now economically giant 

country in the South Asia, economic deprivation is 

accelerating day by day among the citizen here. In-

deed, Corruption, lack of people’s participation, absent 

of rule of law, rule of bureaucracy in the name of 

democracy, lack of good governance, politicization in 

the administration and absent of free and fair election 

are still influencing political environment of Bangla-

desh. Such phenomenon not only hampers the nation 

building process but also breaks down the national 

integration in Bangladesh. Indeed, if we build up a 

Sonar Bangla which was always dreamt by our father 

of nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, these 

things must be kept off from our country. The event of 

election in 1970 has learned for the ruling class. This 

event teaches the ruling class to respect the majority. 

Public opinion has to be given most priority over all 

issues. The history also teaches the leader power is al-

ways temporary. Indeed, autocracy never remains in 

the long run. National integration may break down for 

the cause of failure of leadership. That’s why, few 

suggestions are given below for ongoing politics in 

Bangladesh utilizing past experience.  

 Territorial integration is needed to form a 

united state 

 Religion dogmatism should be abolished from 

the state policy 

 All types of discrimination should be elimi-

nated including economic, social, political and 

culture from the state 

 People’s participation must be developed in the 

state 
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